
Any Sensor, the Metrics that Matter



Safe Space Solutions
One Platform, Multiple Peace of Mind Solutions by InReality



InReality’s Complete Screening Process

Creating a safe space for your customers, shoppers, and employees is a 
priority, and can include multiple steps.   

The InReality Safe Space Solution provides options for four distinct, fully 
integrated stations, designed to put the individual’s privacy and personal 
information under their control at all times, while creating confidence that 
all is being done to provide a safe space for customers and employees.
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Complete Screening Process

Q&A SCREENING
➔ Interactive Question & Answer Station

◆ Used to determine if an individual is high risk  
based on a self assessment of current and historic  
interactions and health conditions

➔ Designed to Support Your HR, Legal, and Privacy Guidelines
◆ Flexible workflow
◆ Supports follow-up questions

➔ Physical Station Leverages Voice AI 
◆ Screen with speaker and microphone, asks and listens for 

answers
◆ Touchless, fully automated, with known individual tracking

➔ Online Survey Option
◆ Allows individuals to perform survey on their mobile device
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ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
SCREENING
➔ Stand Alone, Thermal Camera-based Station

◆ Instantly determines visitors or  
employees temperature

➔ Designed to Support Your HR, Legal, and 
Privacy Guidelines
◆ Flexible workflow
◆ Captures and stores as little or as much  

data as desired

➔ Physical Station Leverages Facial Recognition
◆ Touchless, fully-automated, with known 

individual tracking
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RESULTS STATION
➔ Provides individual with instructions on  

their next step

➔ Touchless and fully-automated

➔ Options
◆ Print label to provide physical proof of 

having cleared the necessary station(s)
◆ If using Flow Control, it also includes 

their number in the queue
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FLOW CONTROL
➔ Using a variety of methods, this station 

controls access to the venue

◆ Implement occupancy monitoring 
manages flow into venue based on 
real-time traffic counting
● For restaurants, retail stores,  

and entertainment venues

◆ Control physical gates to enter 
secure areas, enable/disable badge 
access
● For manufacturing plants and 

office spaces



Thank you.

4677 Keystone Xing 
Eau Claire, WI. 54701 

www.MacManStore.com/safe 
info@macmancrew.com 
715-834-7074

http://www.MacManStore.com/safe
mailto:info@macmancrew.com

